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vader was also capable of using his telekinetic abilities to perform extremely delicate, complex, and precise tasks. on
one occasion, he returned his badly damaged cybernetic limbs to perfect working order by dismantling a broken droid

and telekinetically repairing himself with its components. [203] he also demonstrated the ability to crush internal
organs with the force. [123] at one point during an interrogation he used the force to inflict torturous amounts of pain
on several insurgent prisoners, to the point of causing heart failure in one of them. [123] the actor had a difficult time

moving around in the suit, and it was extremely rigid. when he told lucas about this, the director suggested that
wearing the suit should feel very mechanical and unnatural. [419] his stand-in double for the uk shoot was christian j

simpson, who also played alongside the young skywalker in episode i as bravo six, lt. gavyn sykes. the few lines of the
suited vader speaking are of jones, but at one time, there was some debate over this. some fans believed that he did
not participate at all, since his name does not appear in the credits of revenge of the sith, and the voice heard in the

first trailer for the movie was christensen's, albeit altered digitally. the matter was settled with the summer 2005 issue
of starlog, in which producer rick mccallum stated they had jones for a partial day of work on revenge of the sith.
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